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We study the Zeeman splitting in lateral quantum dots that are defined in GaAs-AlGaAs het-
erostructures by means of split gates. We demonstrate a non-linear dependence of the splitting
on magnetic field and its substantial variations from dot to dot and from heterostructure to het-
erostructure. These phenomena are important in the context of information processing since the
tunability and dot-dependence of the Zeeman splitting allow for a selective manipulation of spins.
We show that spin-orbit effects related to the GaAs band structure quantitatively explain the ob-
served magnitude of the non-linear dependence of the Zeeman splitting. Furthermore, spin-orbit
effects result in a dependence of the Zeeman splitting on predominantly the out-of-plane quantum
dot confinement energy. We also show that the variations of the confinement energy due to charge
disorder in the heterostructure may explain the dependence of Zeeman splitting on the dot position.
This position may be varied by changing the gate voltages which leads to an electrically tunable
Zeeman splitting.

PACS numbers: 71.70.Ej, 73.21.La, 85.35.Be

I. INTRODUCTION

The realization of quantum coherent devices is an im-
portant direction in nanoscience and underlies the fields
of quantum computation, information and simulation [1–
3]. The spin of an electron confined in a semiconductor
quantum dot realizes an addressable and readable two-
level system (qubit) with long coherence time [4, 5]. Spin
orbit interaction (SOI) plays a major role in semiconduc-
tor based devices and understanding its details is impor-
tant for the operation of spin qubits in these systems. In
GaAs heterostructures, SOI makes possible manipulation
of the spin state by time-dependent electric fields [6]. It
also influences the level splitting of the qubit (Zeeman
splitting). Usually the Zeeman splitting EZ is almost
linear in magnetic field B and can be characterized by
an effective g-factor:

|geff | = EZ/µBB, B → 0, (1)

where µB is the Bohr magneton. In GaAs the bulk g-
factor for electron carriers is gG = −0.44. In addition
the g-factor in nanostructures is affected by details of
electron confinement [8–12]. Deviations from the bulk
GaAs g-factor have been observed in various heterostruc-
tures and quantum-dot configurations, including dot-to-
dot variations in quantum-dot arrays [6, 7, 12–17]. A
non-linear Zeeman splitting has also been observed, both
for 2D electron gases [18] and quantum dots [14]. Apart
from SOI, the observed Zeeman splitting can also be af-
fected by dynamical nuclear polarization (see [19] for a
review).

In this article we investigate the origin of the non-
linear and dot-dependent Zeeman splitting. We ex-

tract the Zeeman splitting from electric-dipole spin res-
onance (EDSR) data for a number of different quantum
dots defined in AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures (double,
triple, and quadruple dot arrays) showing g-factor inho-
mogenëıties and g-factor variations upon changing volt-
ages. With a detailed analysis of the SOI in GaAs, we
demonstrate that the observed non-linearity can be quan-
titatively explained by the interplay of SOI and vertical
confinement, so that the splitting depends on the vertical
confinement energy Ez0. The actual confinement energy
depends on the position of the dot in the heterostructure
owing to irregular placing of the donors and other sources
of irregular electrostatic potential. We demonstrate that
this is consistent with dot-to-dot variations of the Zee-
man splitting as well as the dependence of the splitting
on gate voltages. The understanding of the mechanism
behind the dot-dependence and electrical tunability will
permit efficient engineering of spin-based quantum co-
herent devices.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we
summarize the theoretical analysis of SOI, we present
the resulting dependence of the Zeeman splitting on con-
finement energy, and the non-linear Zeeman effect. In
Section III we estimate the spatial variations in the split-
ting that can be expected from random placement of the
donors. We describe experimental details in Section IV.
In Section V we compare experimental and theoretical
results. The details of the theoretical calculations and
the full EDSR data are presented in the Supplemental
Materials [20]. We finally conclude with a summary of
the results and perspectives.
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Device Ref. geff − gG Std. dev. of geff κ [102 eV−2] n0 [10−3 nm−2] Field orientation

A double dot GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As [13] 0.0793 (0.0006) 0.0011 3.0 (0.2) 1.2 [110]

B triple dot GaAs/Al0.25Ga0.75As [15], [16] 0.005 (0.001) 0.002 3 (1) 2 [110]

C quadruple dot GaAs/Al0.307Ga0.693As [17] 0.0054 (0.0002) 0.0014 6.0 (0.1) 2.2 [110]

TABLE I: The table summarizes for different devices the measured values of the effective g-factor geff (averaged over
the ensemble of dots) relative to the bulk g-factor, its standard deviation across the measured devices, the

parameter κ that captures the non-linear Zeeman effect obtained from fitting the field-dependent data to Eq.(2), the
electron concentration n0 in the two-dimensional electron system and the orientation of the magnetic field.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS: DEPENDENCE
OF THE ZEEMAN SPLITTING ON

CONFINEMENT ENERGY

Here we compute perturbatively the spin-orbit correc-
tions to the Zeeman splitting of an electron due to con-
finement in a quantum dot defined in a GaAs/AlGaAs
heterostructure. A magnetic field is applied in the plane
of the heterostructure: B = (Bx, By, 0). We concen-
trate on two special directions of the magnetic field
By = ±Bx = ±B/

√
2, which correspond to the experi-

mental configurations [13, 15–17]. In our coordinate sys-
tem the z-axis corresponds to the heterostructure growth
direction (crystal axis [001]) and the x-axis ([100]) and
y-axis ([010]) are in the plane of the two-dimensional elec-
tron gas.

It turns out that the Zeeman splitting can be approx-
imated with two terms that are linear and cubic in B:

EZ = µBB(|geff | − κ~2ω2
L). (2)

Here ωL = eB/2mG is the Larmor frequency in the
GaAs conduction band, mG = 0.067m0 being the effec-
tive mass, m0 is the bare mass of the electron, and κ the
parameter characterizing the non-linear Zeeman effect.
Both geff and κ depend on the magnetic field orienta-
tion. The corrections to geff come from three leading
mechanisms. The first mechanism arises from the pen-
etration of the electron wavefunction into the AlGaAs
layer with effective g-factor gA = 0.45 and effective mass
mA = 0.090m0 which both differ substantially from the
values in GaAs [22]. The second mechanism is due to
the spin splitting of the GaAs electron spectrum in the
absence of inversion symmetry, that is cubic in electron
momentum[23, 24]. The third mechanism has been stud-
ied in [25, 26] and is the momentum-dependence of the
electron g-factor. With these corrections geff can be ex-

pressed as

geff − gG = g
(1)
eff + g

(2)
eff + g

(3)
eff , (3)

g
(1)
eff =

1

2
(gA − gG)(mA/mG)1/2(Ez0/∆)3/2, (4)

g
(2)
eff ≈ ±0.97(Ez0/E

(2))1/2, (5)

g
(3)
eff ≈ 1.56Ez0/E

(3). (6)

The numerical factors in the expressions for g
(1)
eff , g

(2)
eff

and g
(3)
eff depend on the details of the wavefunction in

the z-direction. To come to concrete values we took
Airy functions corresponding to an unscreened confin-
ing electric field E . In the above equations Ez0 =
(~eE)2/3/(2mG)1/3 is the confinement energy in the z
direction. It enters the corrections in a ratio with the
band structure energy scales: ∆ ≈ 0.3 eV is the mis-
alignment of the edges of the conduction bands of GaAs
and AlGaAs, E(2) ≈ 1.2 eV and E(3) ≈ 0.4 eV character-

ize the SOI. The ± sign in the expression for g
(2)
eff corre-

sponds to By = ±Bx. Let us note that the corrections
are proportional to different powers of Ez0 and could be
expected to be of different orders of magnitude. How-

ever for the Ez0 of interest g
(2)
eff and g

(3)
eff have comparable

magnitudes while g
(1)
eff is one order of magnitude smaller.

In Eq. (6) we neglected corrections of relative magnitude
~ω0/Ez0 � 1, where ~ω0 is the in-plane confinement en-
ergy (see Supplemental Materials [20]).

The non-linear Zeeman effect is analyzed in a similar
way. We give a compact expression:

κ ≈ (∓0.26E
−3/2
z0 + 4.0E−1

z0 ) eV−2. (7)

Here Ez0 is expressed in eV. The first term is due to the
cubic spin splitting of the electron spectrum due to the
absence of inversion symmetry. The second term is con-
tributed to by the g-factor momentum dependence and
Bychkov-Rashba spin splitting [20]. Again we keep here
different powers of Ez0 since both terms are of compara-
ble magnitude for the Ez0 of interest.
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III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS:
DOT-DEPENDENT ZEEMAN SPLITTING

We have seen in the previous Section that the Zee-
man splitting EZ depends on the confining energy Ez0
as a result of SOI. We note that Ez0 is a function of
the confining field E . As a matter of fact, the confining
field is not constant over the heterostructure but fluc-
tuates from point to point. The reason for this is that
dopants (Si atoms) in the doping layer are not uniformly
distributed but their positions are random. The fluctua-
tions of the electric field exhibit a correlation length that
is approximately equal to d, the separation between the
doping layer and the 2D gas, and have a relative am-

plitude δE/E ∼ 1/2n
1/2
0 d, where n0 is the 2D electron

concentration.
In a typical GaAs quantum dot the electron wavefunc-

tion extends over a diameter somewhat larger than d.
The relative variation of the field E over this state reads
δE/E = 1/4(πn0)1/2`, with ` =

√
~/2mGω0. This results

in a fluctuation of the effective g-factor that is evaluated
from Eqs.(3)-(6) and reads:

δgeff =
1

4(πn0)1/2`

(
g

(1)
eff +

1

3
g

(2)
eff +

2

3
g

(3)
eff

)
. (8)

Changing the gate voltages displaces the dot and
changes its shape, both of which affect the expectation
value of E and hence geff . We explain the gate tunability
of EZ by these effects. The maximum variation of geff

by gate voltages occurs when a dot is displaced by a full
correlation length of the electric field, in which case geff

changes by the order of δgeff .

IV. EXPERIMENT

The Zeeman splitting energies are measured by search-
ing for a resonant response in EDSR experiments. Fig-
ure 1 shows as an example a measurement from a quadru-
ple quantum dot device (see [15, 27] for details, the mea-
surements on this sample were reported in [17]). Data
for this and two other devices are summarized in Table I.
We see that the dot-to-dot variations of the g-factor in
the same sample are about 1 % of the GaAs bulk value
of −0.44.

We plot in Fig. 2 EZ for the four different dots as
a function of the magnetic field. The solid lines corre-
spond to fits with Eq.2. We observe that the data col-
lapse (lower part of Fig. 2) upon shifting geff for each
dot individually, which means that there is no dot-to-dot
dependence seen in κ. This is consistent with the fact
that the possible variations of κ are of the same order of
magnitude as the experimental uncertainties.

We observe that tuning the dots by gate voltages
changes the Zeeman splitting. Figure 3 shows resonant
responses measured in dot 1 of the quadruple dot sam-
ple for a set of five different gate voltage conditions [20].

We observe up to 300 MHz differences in the resonance
frequency when changing the gate voltages up to 20 mV.
A modest change in gate voltage can thus lead to a 2%
change in g-factor, indicating significant electrical tun-
ability. In the Supplemental Materials we show addi-
tional measurements for the triple and quadruple dot
devices. The absence of hysteresis and the weak time-

FIG. 1: Electric-dipole spin resonance response in a
quadruple quantum dot, measured using adiabatic rapid

passage to invert the spin, as in [27]. The spin-down
probability as a function of the microwave carrier

frequency is shown at magnetic field B = 2.7 T. The
resonance frequency is taken to be the high-frequency

edge of the resonance peak subtracted by the half-width
of the frequency modulation applied for the spin

inversion technique.

FIG. 2: Magnetic field dependence of the Zeeman
splitting for the four dots in the quadruple dot device of

Fig. 1. The top panel shows the bare data showing
different Zeeman splittings for the four different dots.

The bottom panel shows the collapsed data obtained by
subtracting (gi − g)µBB from the resonance energy EZ
of dot i, where g is the mean g-factor of the four dots.
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FIG. 3: EDSR measurement on dot 1 in the quadruple
quantum dot sample (Table I) in a magnetic field of

magnitude B = 2.5 T. Each condition corresponds to a
gate voltage condition listed in Table III in the

Supplemental Materials. We observe up to 300 MHz
difference in the resonance frequencies when tuning gate

voltages by up to 20 mV. Resonance peaks are
predominantly broadened by the 44 MHz frequency

modulation applied for adiabatic spin inversion.

dependence of the splitting indicate that the observed
shifts of the resonance lines are unlikely due to magnetic
field variations caused by the background nuclear spins.

V. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND
EXPERIMENT

Let us compare our predictions of Eqs.(3)-(8) with the
measurement results of Table I. We estimate the confin-
ing energies for the structures A,B,C as Ez0 = 12, 16,
and 18 meV respectively. Depending on the magnetic
field orientation, the contributions from the dominant

terms g
(2)
eff and g

(3)
eff , add up (B along [110]) or subtract

from each other (B along [110]). Consistent with this
prediction, the experimentally measured deviation from
gG is ten times bigger for device A than for device B and
C. Furthermore, in this confinement energy range both

g
(2)
eff and g

(3)
eff are close to the maximum geff − gG ≈ 0.08

measured in structure A. For structure C we compute

g
(2)
eff ≈ ±0.12, and g

(3)
eff ≈ 0.07, yielding a partial cancel-

lation of their contributions. In the experiment, an even
smaller residual value for geff − gG is observed (a simi-
lar observation applies to device B). We note that a very

good agreement is obtained if g
(2)
eff is roughly half the pre-

dicted value. Then for the [110] orientation the terms g
(2)
eff

and g
(3)
eff almost exactly compensate each other resulting

in geff − gG that is one order of magnitude smaller than
for the other direction. In this situation, the smaller term

g
(1)
eff ≈ 0.007 becomes significant. We note that the con-

crete values of the numerical coefficients in Eqs.(4)-(6)
do depend on the details of the confinement in the z-
direction. We use a simple model for confinement which
disregards the screening of the confining field by 2D car-
riers. Accounting for screening would generally reduce
these coefficients.

Eq.(8) gives g-factor fluctuations δgeff ≈ 10−3 and
δgeff ≈ 2× 10−3 for the structures B and C. This agrees
with the experimental values δgeff ∼ 10−3−2×10−3. For
the structure A, where the magnetic field orientation is
different and g-factor variations can be larger, we predict
δgeff = 10−2. This is larger than the observed g-factor
difference for the two dots in this device, but as noted
before δgeff is the typical variation and it is possible that
larger differences would be observed for a multi-dot de-
vice.

Finally, in agreement with the experimental observa-
tions we predict the parameter of the non-linear Zee-
man effect κ to be positive for the two orientations of
the magnetic field. For device B, Eq.(7) is evaluated as
κ ≈ 3.5× 102 eV−2 in excellent agreement with the mea-
surement. For the other structures, the prediction for κ
agrees within a factor of 2 to 3.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have studied the Zeeman splitting in lateral quan-
tum dots defined by electrostatic gates in GaAs-AlGaAs
heterostructures. We studied the non-linear field depen-
dence of the splitting, its spatial variations within a given
structure and its changes from structure to structure.
We evaluated the spin-orbit interaction effects and found
that they can explain the observed non-linear Zeeman
splitting and the dependence of splitting on confinement
energy. As a consequence, the variations of confinement
energy due to charge disorder in the heterostructure may
explain the dependence of Zeeman splitting on the dot
position. This position can be varied by changing the
gate voltages and provide tunability of the Zeeman split-
ting. These observations are important for quantum in-
formation processing since the Zeeman splitting differ-
ences enable site-selective manipulation.
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Supplemental Materials: Non-linear and dot-dependent Zeeman splitting in
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum dot arrays

Here we first present the model that we use to describe the spin-orbit interaction for the confined electron and we
derive the corresponding Zeeman splitting corrections and inhomogeneities due to charge disorder (part I). In part II
we give the values of the voltages applied on gate electrodes for different tuning conditions. In part III we show the
EDSR data for the different setups (bare and collapsed data) in a similar fashion as for the quadruple dot device in
Fig. 2 of the main text. In part IV we expose the observed time evolution of the resonance signals due to nuclear
spins and we argue why nuclear spin effects are negligible in our case.

I. MODEL

The effective mass Hamiltonian for the electron with spin-orbit coupling up to second-order in k · p perturbation
theory writes:

H0 =
∑

α=x,y,z

( p̂2
α

2m
+
g

2
µBσαBα

)
+ U(x, y, z). (S1)

Here Bα are the vector components of the applied magnetic field, σα the Pauli matrices, p̂α = pα + eAα(r) is the
gauge-invariant momentum, e > 0 is the elementary charge, µB = ~e/2m0 is the Bohr magneton, m0 is the electron
bare mass, m, g are the medium-dependent electron effective mass and g-factor, and U(x, y, z) is the gate defined
confining potential. We choose our coordinate system such that the z-axis corresponds to the heterostructure growth
direction (crystal axis [001]) and the x-axis ([100]) and y-axis ([010]) define the heterostructure plane.

The confining potential consists of the triangular potential along the z direction and the gate-defined parabolic
in-plane potential. Neglecting the disorder potential due to randomly distributed donors, dot potential energy for
z > 0 (GaAs) reads

U(x, y, z) =
1

2
mGω

2
0(x2 + y2) + eEz. (S2)

Here E = en0/εGε0, εG ≈ 12.9 being the dielectric constant of GaAs, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, and n0 the electron
planar concentration in the heterostructure inversion layer. This expression for the electric field close to the interface
corresponds to the condition for the 2D electron gas E(z)→ 0 as z →∞. On the other hand U(x, y, z) = ∆ ≈ 300 meV
for z < 0 (AlGaAs). The system-specific parameters for the AlGaAs-GaAs heterostructure are given in Table I.

Parameter GaAs Al0.3Ga0.7As

m mG = 0.067m0 mA = 0.090m0

g gG = −0.44 gA = 0.45

TABLE I: Effectives masses and bulk g-factors of GaAs and Al0.3Ga0.7As [S1].

At zero magnetic field the z-component of the wave function is ψz,n(z) = c< exp(z
√

2mA(∆− Ez,n)/~) if z < 0
and ψz,n(z) = c>Ai(z/z0 − Ez,n/Ez0) if z > 0, where Ai is the Airy function, and

Ez0 =
(~eE)2/3

(2mG)1/3
=

~2

2mGz2
0

. (S3)

Boundary conditions ψz,n(0−) = ψz,n(0+) and ψ′z,n(0−)/mA = ψ′z,n(0+)/mG lead to energy levels Ez,n = Ez0(|an|−√
mAEz0/mG∆) in the regime Ez0/∆ � 1, where an are the Airy function zeros (n ≥ 1; for the ground state:

a1 ≈ −2.34).
To take spin-orbit into account Eq.(S1) should be supplemented with six other terms describing the spin splitting

[S2]:

H1 =
∑
ι

H
(ι)
1 , H

(ι)
1 = γι

∑
α=x,y,z

σαK(ι)∗
α , (S4)
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that are derived up to fourth order in k · p perturbation theory. For in-plane magnetic field B = (Bx, By, 0) the
relevant irreducible tensor components of the point group Td read [S2]:

K(2)∗ =
1

2~3
({p̂x, p̂2

y − p̂2
z}, {p̂y, p̂2

z − p̂2
x}, {p̂z, p̂2

x − p̂2
y})

K(3)∗ =
e

~3
(p̂2
x + p̂2

y + p̂2
z)(Bx, By, 0)

K(4)∗ =
e

2~3
({p̂x, p̂y}By, {p̂y, p̂x}Bx, {p̂z, p̂x}Bx + {p̂z, p̂y}By)

K(5)∗ =
e

~3
(p̂2
xBx, p̂

2
yBy, 0)

K(6)∗ =
eE
~

(p̂y,−p̂x, 0)

K(7)∗ =
e2E
~

(By, Bx, 0)

Here {a, b} = ab + ba and eE = ∂zU is the potential energy gradient along the crystal growth direction at the
heterostructure interface [S3]. The coefficients of the invariant decomposition found in literature for GaAs [S1, S2]
are given in Table II.

γ2 γ3 γ4 γ5 γ6 γ7

27.6 eV · Å3 493 eV · Å4 -433 eV · Å4 58 eV · Å4 5.5 Å2 -5.2 Å3

TABLE II: Spin-orbit coupling parameters of GaAs [S1, S2].

We choose the gauge where the potential vector components write Ax = By(z − a), Ay = −Bx(z − a) and the
canonical momenta are

p̂x = px + eBy z̃, p̂y = py − eBxz̃, p̂z = pz, z̃ = z − a.

Hence we solve the problem by the method of perturbation: the simply computable part is H =
∑
α(p2

α/2m +
gµBσαBα/2) + U(x, y, z), and the perturbation includes the influence of the magnetic field on the electron motion
and spin-orbit interaction: H ′ = e2B2z̃2/2m + ez̃(pxBy − pyBx)/m + H1. Parameter a is fixed by the requirement
of vanishing z-averaged group velocity at zero momentum in the x and y directions: vx, vy → 0 as px, py → 0. This
corresponds to the only condition at second order of perturbation theory:

〈z̃〉+
e2B2

m

∑
n 6=1

〈1|z̃|n〉〈n|z̃2|1〉
Ez,1 − Ez,n

= 0, (S5)

where |n〉 is the eigenstate of the z-dependent part of H with energy Ez,n, and 〈·〉 stands for averaging over the ground
state (n = 1). Therefore up to second order in magnetic field a has the explicit expression:

a = 〈z〉 − e2B2

mEz0

∑
n 6=1

〈1|z|n〉〈n|(z − 〈z〉)2|1〉
|an| − |a1|

. (S6)

Here 〈z〉 = 2
3 |a1|z0 ≈ 1.56z0 and we numerically compute

∑
n 6=1

〈1|z|n〉〈n|(z−〈z〉)2|1〉
|an|−|a1| ≈ 0.16z3

0 , giving a/z0 ≈ 1.56 −
0.32~2ω2

L/E
2
z0, where ωL = eB/2mG is the GaAs conduction electron Larmor frequency.

A. Evaluation of Zeeman splitting corrections

The first mechanism of the g-factor deviation with respect to the GaAs bulk value comes from averaging g in
Eq.(S1) for the ground state wavefunction taking into account the wave-function penetration in the AlGaAs layer.
Because the g-factors of the two materials have opposite signs, one may expect a significant effect. We find that the
averaged g-factor reads:
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〈g〉 = gG +
1

2
(gA − gG)(mA/mG)1/2(Ez0/∆)3/2. (S7)

The higher-order correction to the effective g-factor that is quadratic in B is of the order (µBB/Ez0)2(Ez0/∆)7/2.
The second mechanism, arising from bulk inversion asymmetry (term (2) in Eq.(S4), also known as the Dresselhaus

spin-orbit term) leads to a dependence of the Zeeman splitting on the in-plane field orientation [S4, S5]. Assuming
Ez0 � ~ω0 the energy correction at first-order of perturbation theory is:

〈H(2)
1 〉 = −γ2

~3

(
eByσx(〈pz z̃pz〉 − e2B2

x〈z̃3〉) + (x↔ y)
)
. (S8)

We compute 〈pz z̃pz〉 = (~2/z0)(−4a2
1/45 + C~2ω2

L/E
2
z0), with 4a2

1/45 ≈ 0.49, C ≈ 0.25, and 〈(z − 〈z〉)3〉 ≈ 0.21z3
0 ,

leading to

〈H(2)
1 〉 ≈ (2m0γ2/~2z0)(0.49− 0.25~2ω2

L/E
2
z0 + 0.21z4

0e
2B2

x/~2)µBByσx + (x↔ y). (S9)

Defining E(2) = ~6/8m2
0mGγ

2
2 ≈ 1.2 eV, this becomes in the special case Bx = ±By:

〈H(2)
1 〉 ≈

( Ez0
E(2)

)1/2(
0.49− 0.14

~2ω2
L

E2
z0

)
µB(Byσx +Bxσy). (S10)

The second order correction in H ′ of third power in magnetic field is

δ〈H(2)
1 〉 = −e

3B2γ2

~3m

∑
n 6=1

〈1|z̃2|n〉〈n|pz z̃pz|1〉
Ez,1 − Ez,n

(Byσx +Bxσy) ≈ 0.008
( Ez0
E(2)

)1/2 ~2ω2
L

E2
z0

µB(Byσx +Bxσy). (S11)

The third mechanism, terms (3), (4) and (5) appear at fourth order in k · p perturbation theory [S1]. To first order
in H ′ and in the regime Ez0 � ~ω0, term (3) evaluates as

〈H(3)
1 〉 =

eγ3

~3

( |a1|~2

3z2
0

+
4

45
a2

1z
2
0e

2B2
)

(Bxσx +Byσy) ≈ Ez0
E(3)

(
0.78 + 0.49

~2ω2
L

E2
z0

)
µB(Bxσx +Byσy), (S12)

with E(3) = ~4/4m0mGγ3 ≈ 0.43 eV. Taking into account the in-plane confinement energy leads to a correction to
Zeeman splitting equal to ~ω0/E

(3), negligible when ~ω0/Ez0 � 1. The second order correction is

δ〈H(3)
1 〉 =

e3B2γ3

~3m

∑
n6=1

〈1|z̃2|n〉〈n|p2
z|1〉

Ez,1 − Ez,n
(Bxσx +Byσy) ≈ 0.32

~2ω2
L

E(3)Ez0
µB(Bxσx +Byσy). (S13)

Term (4) develops as (Bx = ±By):

〈H(4)
1 〉 = −e

3γ4

~3
〈z̃2〉B2

yBxσx + (x↔ y) ≈ 0.24
~2ω2

L

E(4)Ez0
µB(Bxσx +Byσy), (S14)

with E(4) = ~4/4m0mG|γ4| ≈ 0.5 eV, and term (5) as:

〈H(5)
1 〉 =

e3γ5

~3
〈z̃2〉B2

yBxσx + (x↔ y) ≈ 0.24
~2ω2

L

E(5)Ez0
µB(Bxσx +Byσy), (S15)

with E(5) = ~4/4m0mGγ5 ≈ 3.7 eV. Moreover structural inversion asymmetry induces an interaction (6) (Bychkov-
Rashba spin-orbit coupling) which leads to

〈H(6)
1 〉 = −γ6

~
e2〈E z̃〉(Bxσx +Byσy) ≈ −0.32

~2ω2
L

E(6)Ez0
µB(Bxσx +Byσy), (S16)

with E(6) = ~2/2m0γ6 ≈ 0.73 eV. The last invariant (7) gives

〈H(7)
1 〉 = −

(
Ez0
E(7)

)3/2

µB(Byσx +Bxσy), (S17)

where E(7) = ~2/(2m0|γ7|)2/3(2mG)1/3 ≈ 3.13 eV. This term can therefore be neglected.
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As a result spin-orbit theory predicts a Zeeman energy splitting of the form

EZ = µBB(|geff | − κ~2ω2
L). (S18)

The effective g-factor can be written as:

geff − gG = g
(1)
eff + g

(2)
eff + g

(3)
eff , (S19)

where corrections g
(1)
eff , g

(2)
eff , and g

(3)
eff correspond to wavefunction penetration in the AlGaAs material, Dresselhaus bulk

inversion asymmetry spin-orbit coupling, and fourth-order in momentum dispersion respectively, with expressions:

g
(1)
eff =

1

2
(gA − gG)(mA/mG)1/2(Ez0/∆)3/2, g

(2)
eff = ±8a2

1

45
(Ez0/E

(2))1/2, g
(3)
eff =

2|a1|
3

Ez0/E
(3). (S20)

In g
(2)
eff the positive sign corresponds to Bx = By and the negative sign to Bx = −By. When Ez0 is expressed in eV

this becomes:

geff − gG ≈ 3.1E
3/2
z0 ± 0.89E

1/2
z0 + 3.6Ez0, (S21)

and in addition the non-linear Zeeman effect parameter evaluates to:

κ ≈ (∓0.26E
−3/2
z0 + 4.0E−1

z0 ) eV−2. (S22)

B. Influence of potential inhomogeneity

Electrostatic potential fluctuations due to randomly distributed donors at distance d from the doping plane read

δϕ(r, d) = − e

4πε0ε

∫
d2r′

δn(r′)√
|r− r′|2 + d2

, (S23)

where r is the position vector in the heterostructure plane, δn(r) = n(r)− n0 is the donor density fluctuation in the

doping plane with correlations δn(r)δn(r′) = n0δ(r− r′), n0 being the mean concentration of the 2D electron system,
and overlining represents averaging over disorder realizations. It is taken into account the screening of dopant charges
by negatively charged electrons. Therefore we take n0 as the effective density of donors. Computing the derivative

of δϕ(r, d) with respect to d leads to the electric field fluctuation δE(r, d) = ed
4πε0ε

∫
d2r′ δn(r′)

(|r−r′|2+d2)3/2
. The correlator

evaluates as δE(r1, d)δE(r2, d) =
(

e
2ε0ε

)2

n0δ̃(r1, r2), with

δ̃(r1, r2) =
d2

4π2

∫
dxdy

1

((x1 − x)2 + (y1 − y)2 + d2)3/2((x2 − x)2 + (y2 − y)2 + d2)3/2
. (S24)

Here x1/2, y1/2 are the coordinates of r1/2. δ̃(r1, r2) satisfies the properties
∫
d2r1 δ̃(r1, r2) = 1, δ̃(r1, r2) → 0 as

d → 0 if |r1 − r2| 6= 0 and δ̃(r1, r2) → ∞ as d → 0 if |r1 − r2| = 0. So it realizes the Dirac delta function when d is
the smallest length scale.

Let us consider the quantum mechanical average 〈δE〉 =
∫
d2r δE(r, d)ψ(r)2, ψ(r) = exp(−|r|2/4`2)/

√
2π` being

the ground state wavefunction with characteristic length ` =
√
~/2mGω0. From the above relations we obtain the

field fluctuation:

〈δE〉2 =

(
e

2ε0ε

)2

n0

∫
d2rψ(r)4 =

(
en

1/2
0

4
√
πε0ε`

)2

. (S25)

As a consequence in the regime d < ` < D (D being the separation between the tunnel gates) the typical dot-to-dot
g-factor variation due to potential disorder is simply computed:

δgeff =
δEz0
Ez0

(3

2
g

(1)
eff +

1

2
g

(2)
eff + g

(3)
eff

)
=
δE
E

(
g

(1)
eff +

1

3
g

(2)
eff +

2

3
g

(3)
eff

)
=

1

4(πn0)1/2`

(
g

(1)
eff +

1

3
g

(2)
eff +

2

3
g

(3)
eff

)
. (S26)
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Quantity/Parameter Mean Tuning A Tuning B Tuning C Tuning D Tuning E

Resonance frequency [GHz] 15.624 -0.144 -0.084 -0.024 +0.096 +0.156

VD1 [mV] -395.0 +0.0 -15.0 +5.0 +5.0 +5.0

VD2 [mV] -477.0 -3.0 +2.0 -3.0 +2.0 +2.0

VD3 [mV] -260.0 -1.0 -1.0 -6.0 +4.0 +4.0

VP1 [mV] 257.0 -1.6 +14.9 -4.9 -5.2 -3.2

VP2 [mV] 75.8 +2.3 +2.1 -1.2 -1.6 -1.6

VP3 [mV] -92.1 +2.9 +1.9 +8.5 -6.6 -6.6

VP4 [mV] 33.7 +6.6 -2.9 +3.9 -3.8 -4.0

VSD1b [mV] -246.9 -0.6 +0.4 -0.6 +0.4 +0.4

VSD2b [mV] -31.4 -2.6 +1.4 -3.6 +3.4 +1.4

TABLE III: Extracted resonance frequencies of dot 1 for five different gate voltage conditions (before subtraction of
22 MHz, which comes from the adiabatic inversion method). Conditions are ordered according to the frequency
values, with maximum difference of 300 MHz between conditions A and E. We give the gate voltages that differ

between the measurements. The accuracy of the resonance frequency is ±20 MHz, which includes ±5 MHz from the
measurement resolution and ±15 MHz from the expected random nuclear spin distributions.

II. SUMMARY OF ELECTROSTATIC GATE TUNINGS FOR THE QUADRUPLE DOT DEVICE

Values of the resonance frequencies for dot 1 and voltages applied to electrostatic gates in the quadruple dot device
are given in Table. III for different tuning configurations. This corresponds to the resonance lines shown in Fig. 3 of
the main text.

III. EDSR DATA FOR DIFFERENT SETUPS

Below we show the plots of EDSR data collapse obtained similarly as in Fig. 2. The fitted parameters, uncertainties
and dot-to-dot fluctuations are summarized in Table I of the main text.

IV. TEMPORAL VARIATION IN RESONANCE FREQUENCY

Figure S2 shows measurements where the resonance frequency of the spin in each dot changes with time while the
microwave excitation is continuously measured. The total measurement times were on the order of hours and each
frequency sweep was on the order of minutes. Although Figs. S2d,e indicated a monotonic frequency shift, the EDSR
measurements in the main text were taken with only a few sweeps. Therefore we expect only a MHz order shift on the
resonance frequency, and consequently these temporal shifts will not explain the gate voltage nor the dot dependent
frequency shift shown in the main text. Additionally, there are smaller frequency fluctuations (about 5 MHz) on top
of each sweep.

These slow and fast frequency variations presumably originate from the interaction with nuclear spins. The slower
shift in Figs. S2d,e could be due to dynamic-nuclear polarization [S6] similarly as in [S7]. The faster variation matches
the observations of an electron spin interacting with a random distribution of nuclear spins [S8, S9].
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FIG. S1: Experimental data for the double and triple dot devices. The bare data are shown on the left hand side
and the collapsed data are on the right hand side. Data collapse is obtained as in Fig. 2 of the main text, where

g-factors for the different dots are shifted by a constant value.
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FIG. S2: (a-e) Continuously measured resonance frequencies showing time dependence. Microwave resonance
conditions give the Zeeman splitting. The frequency is swept from high to low values for each case. (a-c) Measured
resonance on a triple quantum dot as in [S10]. The total measurement time is 12 hours. (d,e) Measurement on a
quadruple quantum dot as in [S11]. (d) Down spin fraction of dot 1 is measured at B=2.7 T. Total measurement

time is 8.5 hours, where a total shift of 200 MHz is observed. (e) Measurement on dot 4 at 4.5 T. Total
measurement time is 22.8 hours.
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